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TPH700 GPS Remote Speaker Mic

- High quality Speaker Microphone with an inbuilt GPS receiver. Include a 2.5mm jack to connect to an earpiece
- Available with GPS servers: DATATRONICS or CASSIDIAN (AVL)
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication push-button

References: HR8101AA CASSIDIAN Server
HR8101CA DATATRONICS Server

TPH700 Remote Speaker Mic

- High quality Speaker Microphone with 2.5mm jack
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication push-button

Reference: HR7796AA

TPH700 Remote Speaker Mic for Car Kit

- Easy-to-use remote speaker-microphone to use with the TPH700 car kit
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication push-button

Reference: HR7865A
TPH700 Accessory Catalogue

**Ear bud with Adjustable Loop with Jack 2,5**
- D-ear bud with rubberised adjustable loop
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8344AA

**Ear bud with Jack 2,5**
- Standard ear bud
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx Only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8433AA

**Acoustic Sound Tube with Jack 2,5**
- Acoustic sound tube
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx Only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8434AA
TPH700 Large Remote Speaker Mic

- Large remote speaker microphone that can be used with or without a headset. As a communication solution, it provides various optional functions for different types of applications
- 2 large PTT buttons
- IP67

Reference: HR8574AA
Related accessories: Helmet Communication Unit Bone Mic
Helmet Unit with Electret Microphone
Talk Device for Hearing Protectors
Throat Microphone Speaker Unit
Multipurpose Headset

TPH700 Large Push-To-Talk Unit

- Extra large push-to-talk button
- Various headsets compatible
- Red large PTT button
- IP55

Reference: HR8573AA
Related accessories: Helmet Communication Unit Bone Mic
Helmet Unit with Electret Microphone
Talk Device for Hearing Protectors
Throat Microphone Speaker Unit
Multipurpose Headset
Helmet Communication Unit Bone Mic

- Compact and lightweight helmet unit to connect on multi-purpose micro-loudspeaker or PTT-unit
- 1 or 2 speakers and various cables available
- Quick plug connector
- IP56

References:
- HR8334AA 1 speaker – Coiled cable
- HR8335AA 2 speakers – Coiled cable
- HR8334BA 1 speaker – Straight cable
- HR8335BA 2 speakers – Straight cable

Related accessories: Large Remote Speaker Mic
Large Push-To-Talk Unit

Helmet Unit with Electret Microphone

- Compact and lightweight helmet unit to connect on multi-purpose micro-loudspeaker or PTT-unit
- Quick plug connector
- IP56

References:
- HR8336AA Coiled cable
- HR8336BA Straight cable

Related accessories: Large Remote Speaker Mic
Large Push-To-Talk Unit

Talk Device for Hearing Protectors

- Smart and flexible hands-free com solution for high-noise environments
- Quick plug connector
- Fit in almost all hearing protectors

Reference: HR8338AA

Related accessories: Large Remote Speaker Mic
Large Push-To-Talk Unit
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### Throat Microphone Speaker Unit

- Comfortable throat microphone/speaker combination
- To connect on multi purpose micro-loudspeaker or PTT-unit
- Quick plug connector
- D-hanger speaker

**Reference:** HR8337AA

**Related accessories:** Large Remote Speaker Mic
Large Push-To-Talk Unit

### Multipurpose Headset

- Smart and flexible hands-free com solution
- Quick plug connector
- Compatible with firebrigade Gallet helmet F1 and F2

**Reference:** Please check with your Cassidian representative

**Related accessories:** Large Remote Speaker Mic
Large Push-To-Talk Unit
### TPH700 Accessory Catalogue

#### TPH700 Discreet GSM Kit
- 1 wire GSM kit with 1 speaker
- In-line microphone and PTT
- Colour: black

**Reference:** HT8482AA

#### TPH700 Discreet Walkman Kit
- 3-wire kit with ear bud and PTT with end-of-communication key
- 3.5mm jack connector for earpiece
- Colour: beige

**Reference:** HT8483AA

#### TPH700 Induction Loop with Earpiece
- Neckloop induction with earpiece and end-of-communication key
- Earpiece
- Colour: beige

**Reference:** HT8485AA
### TPH700 VIP Escort Kit

- 2-wire kit with sound tube (Left) with end-of-communication key
- Earplugs set included
- Colour: beige

**Reference:** HT8484AA

### Discreet Bluetooth GSM Kit

- 1 wire bluetooth GSM kit with 1 speaker
- PTT and volume control on the box
- Bluetooth 1.2
- Colour: black

**Reference:** HR7693AA

### Discreet Bluetooth Walkman Kit

- 2-wire bluetooth kit with 2-speakers ear bud
- PTT and volume control on the box
- Bluetooth 1.2
- Colour: black

**Reference:** HR7831AA
TPH700 Travel Charger

- Standard travel charger
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
- European or US plug

References: PN1194E Europe version
            PN1194F US version

TPH700 Cigarette-Lighter Charger

- Cigarette lighter charger to plug on the handportable

Reference: HR7875AA

TPH700 Desktop Charger

- Desktop charger for battery stand-alone or connected to the handportable
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level on the handheld screen
- European or US plug

References: HR7814AA Europe version
            HR7814BA US version
TPH700 Accessory Catalogue

TPH700 Multi Unit charger

- 6 ways charger with quick charging for 1 to 6 handportables with batteries or batteries alone
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level on the handheld screen
- European or US plug

Reference: HR7797AA  Europe version
           HR7797BA  US version

TPH700 Standard Battery

- TPH700 standard Li-ion battery 1950 mAh

Reference: HR7742AA 1 unit
TPH700 Accessory Catalogue

TPH700 Leather Case

- Compatible with desktop charger and car Kit

Reference: HR8392AA

TPH700 Textile Case

- Easy to insert and resistant case in cordura
- Can be used on cark it

References: HR7795AA
HR8416AA with rugged rings for Shoulder Strap

TPH700 Textile Case with Rugged Shoulder Strap

- Resistant cordura case with rugged rings and long adjustable strap

Reference: HT9459AA
Rugged Shoulder Strap

- Long and adjustable shoulder strap with rugged strap hooks

**Reference:** HR8415AA

Wrist Straps

2 types are available:
- simple wrist straps
- rugged wrist strap with snap hook

**References:**
- HT8596AA Kit of 50 basic straps
- HR8414AA Rugged

Tight Cover + Desiccant Sachet

- Waterproof bag

**Reference:** HR7497A
Harness for Handheld

- Covert harness with velcro and/or snap button

References:
- HR7613AA  with snap button only
- HR8393AA  with snap button and velcro

Belt Loop Long

- Various kits of belt loops with snap button

References:
- HR6210AB  Kit of 10 (leather)
- HR6737BA  Unit (Cordura)
- HR6737CA  Unit (Cordura with Velcro inside)

Belt Loop with 2 Snap for Handheld

- Belt loop with clip and fast remove

Reference:
- HR6966AA  Unit
- HT7301AC  Kit of 50
Belt Clip (Kit)

- Kits of belt clips
- One kit includes: one HR6966AA + 2 screws + 1 pivot for TPH700

References: HT8506AA  Kit of 50
TPH700 Car Kit

Complete car kit including:

- A cradle
- Power supply connection kit
- A swivel
- Usable with the carrying cases (textile and leather)

Reference: HR7798BA
HR7865AA Remote Speaker Mic for car kit

TPH700 Car Kit + Remote Speaker Mic

- Complete car kit with a speaker microphone
- Remote speaker microphone to be connected to car kit
- Usable with the carrying cases (textile and leather)

Reference: HT8534AA

Covert Accessory Kit for BIV

Covert kit for TPH700 + BIV including:

- Cables
- Visor microphone
- Remote PTT
- LED

Reference: HT7527AA
Car Adapter + Booster BIV Smart

Different accessories working with BIV:

- Discreet kit short cable
- Kit short cable

References:
- HT8530AA Discreet kit Short cable
- HT8532AA Kit Short cable

BIV Accessories

Different accessories working with BIV:

- Audio PA box
- Data cable
- Kit follower

References:
- HR6727AA Audio PA box
- HG4281A Data cable
- HT8725AA Kit follower

Loudspeaker

Compact Tough High-Performance waterproof Loudspeaker

- Optimized for voice frequency
- 4ohm / 20W
- IP65
- Colour: black or red

References:
- HR8396AA Black
- HR8396BA Red
24V/12V DC/DC Converter

- Range of DC/DC converter to protect the mobile in your vehicles
- Various types available

References:
- HR8368AA  3A grounded
- HR8369AA  3A isolated
- HR8368BA  6A grounded
- HR8369BA  6A isolated
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TPS Cable

- Programming cable for TPH700.

Reference: HG5173A

Data Cable

- Data cable to connect to a PC.

Reference: HG5177A
TPH700 Handheld Antenna UL

- Long (70mm) molded helical monopole handportable antennas
- Unit or kit of 50

Compatibility: TPH700 Ex

Reference: PK1694A  Unit Antenna UL 380-430 Mhz
            HT8554AA  Kit of 50 Antennas UL 380-430 Mhz

TPH700 Handheld Antenna UM

- Long (70mm) molded helical monopole handportable antennas
- Unit or kit of 50

Compatibility: TPH700 Ex

Reference: PK1701A  Unit Antenna UM 440-490 Mhz
            HT8555AA  Kit of 50 Antennas UM 440-490 Mhz
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TPH600 Remote Speaker Mic

- Easy-to-use remote speaker microphone with 2.5mm jack
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication button

Reference: HR7707AA

Ear bud with Adjustable Loop with Jack 2,5

- D-ear bud with rubberised adjustable loop
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8344AA

Ear bud with Jack 2,5

- Standard ear bud
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx Only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8433AA
### Acoustic Sound Tube with Jack 2,5

- Acoustic sound tube
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx Only
- Colour: black

**Reference:** HR8434AA

### TPH600 Discreet GSM Kit

- 1 wire GSM kit with 1 speaker
- In-line microphone and PTT
- Colour: black

**Reference:** HR7692AA

### TPH600 Discreet Walkman Kit

- 3-wire kit with ear bud and PTT with end-of-communication key
- 3.5mm jack connector for earpiece
- Colour: beige

**Reference:** HR7724AA
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TPH600 Induction Loop with Earpiece

- Neckloop induction with earpiece and end-of-communication key
- Earpiece
- Colour: Beige

Reference: HR7726AA

TPH600 VIP Escort Kit

- 2-wire kit with acoustic sound tube (Left) end-of-communication key
- Earplugs set included
- Colour: Beige

Reference: HR7725AA

Discreet Bluetooth GSM Kit

- 1 wire bluetooth GSM kit with 1 speaker
- PTT and volume control on the box
- Bluetooth 1.2
- Colour: black

Reference: HR7693AA
Discreet Bluetooth Walkman Kit

- 2-wire bluetooth kit with 2-speakers ear bud
- PTT and volume control on the box
- Bluetooth 1.2
- Colour: black

Reference: HR7831AA
TPH600 Accessory Catalogue

TPH600 Travel Charger

- Standard travel charger
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
- European or US plug

Reference: PN1194A  Europe version
           PN1194B  US version

TPH600 Cigarette-Lighter Charger

- Cigarette lighter charger to plug on the handportable

Reference: HR7721AA

TPH600 Desktop Charger

- Desktop charger for battery stand-alone or connected to the handportable
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
- Charge status displayed on LED on the charger
- European or US plug

Reference: HR8085AA  Europe version
           HR8085BA  US version
### TPH600 Multi Unit Charger

- 6 ways charger with quick charging for 1 to 6 handportables with batteries or batteries alone
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
- European or US plug

**Reference:**
- HR8086AA  Europe version
- HR8086BA  US version

### TPH600 Standard Battery

- Standard or High-capacity NiMH battery

**References:**
- HR7472AA  Standard
- HR7471AA  High-Capacity
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TPH600 Leather Case

- Compatible with desktop charger and car kit

Reference: HR8391AA

TPH600 Textile Case

- Resistant neopren case can be used on car kit

Reference: HR7727AA

Tight Cover + Desiccant Sachet

- Waterproof bag

Reference: HR7497A
Harness for Handheld

- Covert harness with velcro and/or snap button
- To be used with TPH600 leather case

References: HR7613AA  with snap button only
HR8393AA  with snap button and velcro

Belt Loop Long

- Various kits of belt loops with snap button
- To be used with leather case

References: HR6210AB  Kit of 10 (leather)
HR6737BA  Unit (Cordura)
HR6737CA  Unit (Cordura with Velcro inside)

Belt Loop with 2 Snap for Handheld

- Belt loop with clip and fast remove
- To be used with TPH600 leather case

Reference: HR6966AA  Unit
HT7301AC  Kit of 50
Belt Clip (Kit)

- Unit or Kit of 50 belt clips
- To be used with TPH600 textile case

References:
- HT8339AA  Blue colour unit for textile case
- HT8339BA  Black colour unit for textile case

References:
- HT8340AA  Kit of 50 x HT8339AA
- HT8340BA  Kit of 50 x HT8339BA
TPH600 Car Kit

Complete car kit including:

- A cradle
- Power supply connection kit
- A swivel

Reference: HT8365AA

24V/12V DC/DC Converter

- Range of DC/DC converter to protect the mobile in your vehicles
- Various types available

References:
- HR8368AA 3A grounded
- HR8369AA 3A isolated
- HR8368BA 6A grounded
- HR8369BA 6A isolated
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TPS Cable

- Programming cable for TPH600

Reference: HG5083A

Data Cable

- Data cable to connect to a PC

Reference: HG5080A
TPH600 Handheld Antenna UL

- Short (45mm) or long (70mm) molded helical monopole handportable antennas
- Unit or kit of 50

References:
- PK1661A Unit Short antenna UL 380-430 Mhz
- PK1662A Unit Long antenna UL 380-430 Mhz
- HT8415AA Kit of 50 Short antennas UL
- HT8416AA Kit of 50 Long antennas UL

TPH600 Handheld Antenna UM

- Long (70mm) molded helical monopole handportable antennas
- Unit or kit of 50

References:
- PK1690A Unit Antenna UM 440-490 Mhz
- HT8417AA Kit of 50 Antennas UM 440-490 Mhz
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HH2G GPS Remote Speaker Mic

- High quality speaker microphone with an inbuilt GPS receiver. Include a 2.5mm jack to connect to an earpiece
- Available with GPS servers: DATATRONICS or AVL
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication button

Reference:  
HR8100AA  CASSIDIAN Server  
HR8100CA  DATATRONICS Server

HH2G Remote Speaker Mic

- High quality speaker microphone with or without 2.5mm jack
- Short plug
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication button

Reference:  
HR5975DA  With 2.5mm jack connector  
HR5975CA  Without 2.5mm jack connector

BIV Remote Speaker Mic

- Remote speaker microphone
- IP54
- Long coiled cable
- End of communication button

Reference:  
HR5976AA Without 2.5mm jack connector
HH2G Dead-Man Remote Speaker Mic

- Remote speaker microphone with motion detector to insure the dead-man function
- With or without active or passive checkpoints

References:
- HR7115AA Basic
- HR7116AA With passive checkpoint reader
- HR7117AA With active checkpoint reader
- HR7118AA With active and passive checkpoint reader

Ear bud with Adjustable Loop with Jack 2,5

- D-ear bud with rubberised adjustable loop
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8344AA

Ear bud with Jack 2,5

- Standard ear bud
- Connection to speaker-microphone
- Rx Only
- Colour: black

Reference: HR8433AA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acoustic Sound Tube with Jack 2,5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acoustic sound tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Connection to speaker-microphone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rx Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colour: black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference:</strong> HR8434AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HH2G Discreet GSM Kit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 1 wire GSM kit with 1 speaker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In-line microphone and PTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colour: black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference:</strong> HT8329AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HH2G Discreet Walkman Kit</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 3-wire kit with ear bud and PTT with end-of-communication key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 3.5mm jack connector for earpiece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colour: beige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference:</strong> HT6184AC  With end-of-communication key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HT6184BC</strong>  Without end-of-communication key</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HH2G Induction Loop with Earpiece

- Neckloop induction with earpiece. PTT with or without end-of-communication key
- Short plug
- Colour: Beige

References:  
- HT6185AD Without end-of-communication key  
- HT6185BD With end-of-communication key

HH2G VIP Escort Kit

- 2-wire kit with sound tube (Left) with or without end-of-communication key
- Earplugs set included
- Colour: Beige

Reference:  
- HT6183AC With end-of-communication key  
- HT6183BC Without end-of-communication key

Earpiece microphone

- D-hanger earpiece, with large PTT
- with clip fixing system

Reference: HR7294AA
Covert Harness Kit

- Covert harness kit with earpieces

Reference:  
HT6186AA  For left ear  
HT6187AA  For right ear
HH2G Travel Charger

The travel charger works:

- On main current or
- On the car light adapter

Reference: HR5913AD

HH2G Car Charger

- Car cradle to connect to the vehicle battery

Reference: HT8299AA

HH2G Desktop Charger

- Desktop charger for battery stand-alone or connected to the handportable
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
- Charge status displayed on LED on the charger
- European or US plug

Reference: HR5870AC Europe version
HR5870CA US version
HH2G Accessory Catalogue

HH2G Multi Unit Charger

- 6 ways charger with quick charging for 1 to 6 handportables with batteries
- Battery life optimization process
- Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
- European or US plug

Reference:   HR5830AC  Europe version
            HR5830CA  US version

HH2G Standard Battery

- HH2G standard NiMH battery 1650mAh
- Exist in 3 colours: blue, red, orange
- Unit or kit of 50

References:   HR8135AA  Unit. Blue
              HR8135BA  Unit. Red
              HR8135DA  Unit. Orange
              HT9051AA  Kit of 50 pieces. Blue
              HT9051BA  Kit of 50 pieces. Red
              HT9051DA  Kit of 50 pieces. Orange

HH2G High-Capacity Battery

- HH2G High-Capacity NiMH battery 2150mAh
- Exist in 3 colours: blue, red, orange
- Unit or kit of 50

References:   HR8171AA  Unit. Blue
              HR8171BA  Unit. Red
              HR8171DA  Unit. Orange
              HT9140AA  Kit of 50 pieces. Blue
              HT9140BA  Kit of 50 pieces. Red
              HT9140DA  Kit of 50 pieces. Orange
HH2G Leather Case Kit

The kit include

- A top opening leather case
- A harness
- A large belt loop
- A wrist strap

References: HR1596BC
HR7613AA

HH2G Leather Case with Belt Loop and Wrist Strap

The kit include

- A top opening leather case,
- A large belt loop
- A wrist strap

Reference: HR1852AC

Tight Cover + Desiccant Sachet

- Waterproof bag

Reference: HR7497A
Harness for Handheld

- Covert harness with velcro and/or snap button

References: HR7613AA  with snap button only
            HR8393AA  with snap button and velcro

Belt Loop Long

- Various kits of belt loops with snap button

References: HR6210AB  Kit of 10 (leather)
            HR6737BA  Unit  (Cordura)
            HR6737CA  Unit  (Cordura with Velcro inside)

Belt Loop with 2 Snap for Handheld

- Belt loop with clip and fast remove

Reference:  HR6966AA  Unit
            HT7301AC  Kit of 50
Belt Clip (Kit)

- Kits of belt clips

References: HT7301AA Kit of 50
            HT7301CA Kit of 5
HH2G Desktop Adapter

- Desktop adapter with handset with external connector for optional devices

References: HT6575BC Blue
HT6575EA Red

Optional Parts for HH2G Desktop Adapter

- Binoral helmet
- Gooseneck microphone
- Footbar PTT

References: HR1828BA Binoral helmet
HC1070AA Gooseneck microphone
HR1826AA Footbar PTT 200mm
HR1826BA Footbar PTT 760mm
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HH2G Car Adapter + Booster BIV Smart

Different accessories working with BIV:

- Discreet kit short cable
- Kit short cable

Reference: HT7459DC

Loudspeaker

- Compact Tough High-Performance waterproof Loudspeaker
- Optimized for voice frequency
- 4ohm / 20W
- IP65
- Colour: black or red

References: HR8396AA Black
            HR8396BA Red

24V/12V DC/DC Converter

- Range of DC/DC converter to protect the mobile in your vehicles
- Various types available

References: HR8368AA 3A grounded
            HR8369AA 3A isolated
            HR8368BA 6A grounded
            HR8369BA 6A isolated
TPS Cable

- Programming cable for HH2G

Reference: HG4700A
HH2G Handheld Antenna UL

- Molded helical monopole handportable antenna

**Reference:** PK1719A Unit Antenna UL 380-430 Mhz
HT6408AA Kit of 50 x PK1719A

HH2G Handheld Antenna UM

- Molded helical monopole handportable antenna

**Reference:** PK1720A Unit Antenna UM 440-490 Mhz
HT6408BA Kit of 50 x PK1720A

Programming Tool & Passive Checkpoints

- Packs of passive checkpoints

**References:**
- HR7119AA Quantity: 10
- HR7120AA Quantity: 50
- HR7121AA Quantity: 250
- HR7355AA Programming tool for passive checkpoint
**HH2G Accessory Catalogue**

---

### Active Checkpoint

- Active Checkpoint

**Reference:** HR7122AA

---

### Software Pack

- Software with pack of license

**References:**
- HR7123AA Quantity: 1
- HR7124AA Quantity: 1 to 5
- HR7125AA Quantity: 1 to 10

---

### Programming Tool for HH2G Dead-Man Remote Speaker Mic

**Reference:** HR7356AA
COVERT-2G ACCESSORY CATALOGUE
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**Wireless Earpiece Kit**

Reference: HR6359AA

**Microphone Inductive Lead for Covert**

Reference: HR6358AA

**Covert Harness**

Reference: HR6365AA
HR6365BA  Size 5
Covert Hand Controller

Reference: HR6360AA
Batteries for Covert Earpiece

Reference: HR6469AA
Battery Splitter

Reference: HR6364AA

Regular PTT

Reference: HR6361AA

TPS Cable

Reference: Please check with your Cassidian representative
PTT for Covert Hand Controller

Reference: HR6366AA
I-SAFE ACCESSORY CATALOGUE
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**I-Safe Remote Speaker Mic**

- High quality Speaker Microphone. Include a 2.5mm jack to connect to an earpiece
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication button
- Colour: burgundy

**Reference:** HR6899AA

**I-Safe Remote Speaker Mic without Jack**

- High quality Speaker Microphone
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication button
- IP54

**Reference:** HR6899BA

**Earpiece for I-Safe Remote Speaker Mic**

- D-hanger with rubberised adjustable loop
- 2.5mm jack connection to micro-loudspeaker
- Rx only
- Colour: black

**Reference:** HR7467AA
I-Safe Accessory Catalogue

I-Safe Earpiece Microphone

- D-hanger earpiece, with large PTT
- Available with Velcro or clip fixing system

Reference: HR7293AA Velcro
HR7293BA Clip

I-Safe Soundproof Headset

- Rugged heavy headset with large PTT or with PTT on the shell
- Available also for a use on worker helmet

References: HR7132AA In-line PTT, helmet fitted
HR7133AA In-line PTT
HR7134AA PTT on the shell
HR7135AA PTT on the shell, helmet fitted
I-Safe Accessory Catalogue

I-Safe Travel Charger

The travel charger works:

• On main current or
• On the car light adapter

Reference: HR5913AD

I-Safe Desktop Charger

• Desktop charger for battery stand-alone or connected to the handportable
• Battery life optimization process
• Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
• Charge status displayed on LED on the charger
• European or US plug

Reference: HR5870AC  Europe version
HR5870CA  US version

I-Safe Multi Unit Charger

• 6 ways charger with quick charging for 1 to 6 handportables with batteries
• Battery life optimization process
• Charge level displayed on the handheld screen
• European or US plug

Reference: HR5830AC  Europe version
HR5830CA  US version
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I-Safe Standard Battery

- I-Safe NiMH battery

Reference: HR7470AA

I-Safe Battery Refresh Adapter

- Unit or kit of 6

References: HT7855AA Unit
            HT7856AA Kit of 6

I-Safe Fake Battery

- Unit or kit of 8

References: HT7700AA Unit
            HT7715AA Kit of 8
I-Safe ATEX Leather Case

Reference: HR7558AA

I-Safe ATEX Leather Case with Belt Loop

- Leather case + long belt loop
- Colour: Red

Reference: HR6918AA

Belt Clip (Kit)

- Kits of belt clips

References:
- HT7301AA Kit of 50
- HT7301CA Kit of 5
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TPM700 Remote Speaker Mic

- Easy-to-use and designed remote speaker microphone with standard or long cable
- Easy to use PTT
- End of communication button

Reference: HR7695AA  Standard cable
HR7695BA  Long cable

TPM700 Handset

- Handset with PTT ideal solution for discreet communication needs in mobile use
- 2 cable lengths available

Reference: HR8089AA  Standard cable
TBD  Long cable

TPM700 Gooseneck Microphone

- For office use
- Gooseneck microphone for desktop installation

Reference: HR7696AA
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## Loudspeaker
- 15W loudspeaker available by pair or unit

**Reference:**
- HC1040A  Pair
- HR6749A  Unit

## TPM700 Binoral Light Headset
- For office use
- Light headset for Control Head desktop interface

**Reference:**  HR1828BA
TPM700 Vehicle Installation Kit

Various installation kits according to your system:

- A cradle
- Power supply connection kit
- A swivel

References:

- HT8333AA With new system cable 7m, and B4M support
- HT8338AA With old CCP system cable 7.5m, and B4M support
- HT8338BA With old CCP system cable 10m, and B4M support
- HT8338CA With CCP like system cable 5m, and B4M support

Loudspeaker

- Compact Tough High-Performance waterproof Loudspeaker
- Optimized for voice frequency
- 4ohm / 20W
- IP65
- Colour: black or red

References:

- HR8396AA Black
- HR8396BA Red
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TPM700 Voltage Follower

- For vehicle use
- DC/DC converter to protect the mobile in your vehicles

Reference: HR7847

24V/12V DC/DC Converter

- Range of DC/DC converter to protect the mobile in your vehicles
- Various types available

References:

- HR8368AA 3A grounded
- HR8369AA 3A isolated
- HR8368BA 6A grounded
- HR8369BA 6A isolated
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TPM700 Radio Wall Mounting Cabinet

- Various custom and standard wall mounting cabinet

References:
- RB1251EA M9600
- RB1251HA M2600
- RB1251MA Siemens S-PRO S
- RB1251PA Siemens S-PRO C

Vehicule Antenna Kit

- Various antennas
- Fixed or magnet
- Various frequency bands

References:
- HT0947H Fixed antenna 380-410MHz
- HT0947LA Magnet antenna 450-470 MHz
- PK1699A Antenna 380-430 MHz
- PK1700A Antenna 440-490 MHz
TPM700 Various Cables

- Different cables for external use pig tail termination
- Allow to connect accessories directly to the control head

Reference:
HG5115A  External accessories and data
HG5116A  External loudspeakers
TPM700 Watertight Plugs

Watertight plugs to insure IP54 level

- Kit of 2 (1+1) or 100 (50+50)
- DB25 and DB9

Reference:
- HT8341AA Kit 1+1
- HT8368AA Kit 50+50